Group Media Trip Ski touring in Upper Valais
Destinations: Binntal Landscape Park and Obergoms
Dates: Monday 20th to Saturday 25th April 2020 (5 nights, 6 days)
Participants: max. 10 journalists
Highlights: Ski touring in the Binntal Landscape Park and in Obergoms. These two regions are

located in and around Goms, the valley of the young river Rhône in Upper Valais. The Binn valley
(Binntal) is a wild and romantic side valley of Goms also known as “the valley of hidden
treasures”; Obergoms is the uppermost stretch of the Goms valley.
Fitness level: 3/3

www.visitvalais.ch
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR THIS PRESS TRIP
This press trip is for journalists looking for an introduction to ski touring. With easy routes,
equipment provided and supervision by experienced guides, this trip will take you on a journey
of discovery through a pristine winter landscape, where you’ll meet people who have made the
mountains their place of work.

Conditions for taking part in this press trip
-

You must be in good or very good physical shape and have the stamina and endurance
to keep going for several hours a day over several days
You are able to ski on a red slope (intermediate to advanced level)

Transport in Switzerland
For your comfortable journey through Switzerland, Swiss Travel System AG is happy to provide
you with a unique all-in-one 1st class Swiss Travel Pass.
4 advantages of your #swisstravelpass

-

Unlimited travel by train, bus and boat

-

Public transportation in more than 90 cities and towns

-

Includes mountain excursions: Rigi, Schilthorn, Stanserhorn and Stoos

-

Free admission to more than 500 museums throughout Switzerland

The Grand Train Tour of Switzerland links the most scenic panoramic lines, showcasing the
country’s diversity and highlights. The free Swiss Travel Guide app is the perfect companion
on this tour: it continuously points out sights and landmarks en route and offers digital coupons
for thrilling attractions and discounts.
In your posts on social media, please include #swisstravelsystem and #grandtraintour and tag
us on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter to permit reposting.
Visit us on mystsnet.com to download our Media&Trade kit.
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Valais – where winter comes to play
One thing is for sure: winter always returns. Especially to Valais. Thanks to its spectacular
topography, Valais is home to more than 40 ski areas, 2,000 kilometres of piste and 446
cableways and mountain railways: a land where sparkling mountain summits frame a piercing
blue sky, where immaculate powder snow dances in the pure mountain air and where living
traditions meet ultra-modern comfort. Here, you can be sure that your break in the snow will be
a dream holiday. Welcome to the ultimate winter wonderland: welcome to Valais.

Ski touring in Valais
It is the pure tranquillity, the intimate encounter with nature, that makes ski touring so special.
No matter how strenuous the climbs, the subsequent descents through glorious powder snow
more than repay every effort. However, anyone wishing to explore these pristine snowscapes
away from the marked pistes should do so only in the company of a mountain guide with local
knowledge. Valais numbers 450 such guides, ready to lead guests through the winter
wonderland with charm and skill, sharing their extensive knowledge along the way.
www.visitvalais.ch/skitouring
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Binntal Nature Park
The Binntal Landscape Park is one of Switzerland’s regional Nature Parks. At its heart is the
Sleeping Beauty that gave the reserve its name: the Binntal valley. Until just half a century ago,
the valley was cut off from the outside world every winter by snow. Construction of a road
tunnel in 1965 enabled year-round access, but the valley has retained its timeless appeal.
The Binntal (Binn valley) surprises visitors at every turn – with its beautifully preserved historical
villages, award-winning cuisine and pristine natural landscapes. It was the smugglers who came
here first, followed by the rock crystal prospectors – for the Binntal has long been known for its
mineral wealth. Finally came the tourists: the traditional Hotel Ofenhorn dating from the
pioneering age of Alpine tourism bears witness to this period. Today, this valley is primarily
known for its culture (in the “music village” of Ernen), its tulips (in Grengiols), its mouth-watering
cuisine – and of course its glorious scenery. The Binntal Landscape Park protects a landscape of
pristine natural beauty, from the mountain peaks down to the edges of the villages, which are so
well-preserved that they have won architectural prizes for their state of conservation.
www.landschaftspark-binntal.ch/en/
Interview partners in Binntal *
- Rudi Julier, mountain guide, +41 79 220 76 69.

Obergoms
In Obergoms, cross-country skiers and hikers alike will find ideal conditions and guaranteed
snow for an unforgettable winter experience. The high valley is well-known for its 90 km of
outstanding groomed trails.
Simple village inns, sophisticated restaurants, musical concerts, tours through idyllic villages with
their dark chalets, bronzed by the sun: here, a warm welcome is guaranteed, and visitors quickly
feel completely at home.
www.obergoms.ch/en
Interview partners in Obergoms *
-

Tbd

*Interviews can be organized according to journalists’ interest and availability of the speakers.
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Subject to alteration

Monday 20th April 2020 – Hello Valais, Hello Binntal!
16:00

Individual arrival of participants in Ernen. Meet Siona Lang (M. +41 79 255 35
14) from the Binntal Nature Park.
Transfer to the B&B and check-in.
Café – B&B Hängebrigga
Lengbodenstrasse 20
CH-3995 Mühlebach
Phone: +41 27 527 11 66
www.bed-and-breakfast-goms.ch/

16:30

Rental of ski touring equipment for the entire duration of your stay in the
following stores:
Sport Café
Kirchweg 1
CH-3995 Ernen
Phone: +41 27 971 25 25
www.sport-cafe.ch/

and/or
Volken Sport
Furkastrasse 46
CH-3984 Fiesch
Phone: +41 27 971 11 16
www.volkensport.com

17:30

Time at leisure. Explore the village.

19:00

Meet Laura Marro from Valais/Wallis Promotion (M. +41 77 454 21 06) and
Siona Lang from the Binntal Nature Park at your B&B lobby.
Welcome drink and introduction to Valais via a quiz.
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19:30

Dinner at the restaurant Amys Schafstube.
Amys Schafstube
Lengbodenstrasse 22
CH - 3995 Ernen
Phone: +41 27 921 60 83
www.amysschafstube.ch

Overnight in Mühlebach.
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Tuesday 21st April 2020 – Ski touring in Binntal, day 1
Breakfast at the B&B.
08:45

Meet in the lobby wearing your ski clothing. Bring your backpack and ski
equipment. Meet with your mountain guide, Rudi Julier (+41 79 220 76 69).
Distribution of picnic lunch bags at the hotel reception.

09:00

(If necessary) Briefing on the ski touring kit and instruction on the use of
avalanche safety equipment (avalanche transceiver, probe and shovel),
followed by departure from Mühlebach, depending on snow conditions.
Itinerary: Mühlebach - Chäserstatt – Ärnergale – Chäserstatt*
• Start: Mühlebach, 1,248 metres (or transfer to Chäserstatt)
• Goal: Ärnergale, 2,623 metres
• Finish: Mühlebach
• Duration: 3 hours
• Vertical gain: 1,375 metres

*In the event of bad weather, the programme will be adapted.
Picnic lunch
Approx.

16:00

Continuation and completion of ski tour. Transfer by minibus or taxi to your
B&B.

18:45

Meet in the lobby. Short walk to the restaurant (20min).

19:00

Dinner at restaurant ErnerGarten
ErnerGarten
Bieutistrasse 22
CH-3995 Ernen
Phone: +41 27 971 11 28
www.ernergarten.ch

Short walk back to your B&B.
Overnight in Mühlebach.
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Wednesday 22nd April 2020 – Ski touring in Binntal, day 2 and departure
for Obergoms
Breakfast at your B&B and check-out. After breakfast, please leave your

luggage at reception.
09:00

Meet in the lobby wearing your ski clothing. Bring your backpack and ski
equipment. Meet with your mountain guide, Rudi Julier. Distribution of picnic

lunch bags at the B&B reception.
09:15

Transfer by minibus or taxi from Mühlebach to Chäserstatt.
Itinerary: Chäserstatt – Rappehorn – Fäld – Binn*
• Start: Chäserstatt, 1,777 metres
• Goal: Rappehorn, 3,158 metres
• Arrival: Binn, 1,400 metres
• Duration: approx. 6 hours
• Vertical gain: 1,928 metres

*In the event of bad weather, the programme will be adapted.

Picnic lunch.
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Approx.

16:00

Completion of ski tour. Transfer by minibus or taxi from Binn to your B&B to
collect your luggage.
Time for shower.

17:00

Transfer by taxi or train from Mühlebach to Ulrichen with your luggage and ski
equipment.

18:30

Arrival in Ulrichen. Meet with a representative of Obergoms Tourismus.
Check-in at your hotel.
Hotel Walser
Nufenenstrasse 13
CH-3988 Ulrichen
Phone: +41 27 973 21 22
www.hotel-walser.ch

20:00

Dinner at the hotel restaurant.
Overnight in Ulrichen.
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Thursday 23rd April 2020 – Ski touring in Obergoms, day 1
Breakfast at the hotel.
09:00

Meet in the lobby wearing your ski clothing. Bring your backpack and ski
equipment. Meet with your mountain guide, Rudi Julier (+41 79 220 76 69).
Distribution of picnic lunch bags at the hotel reception.

09:18

Transfer from Ulrichen to Geschinen by train (hourly service at 18 minutes past
the hour).
Itinerary: Geschinen – Brudelhorn – Geschinen *
• Start: Geschinen, 1,370 metres
• Goal: Brudelhorn, 2,790 metres
• Arrival: Geschinen
• Duration: 4.5–5 hours
• Vertical gain: 1,450 metres

*In the event of bad weather, the programme will be adapted.
Picnic lunch
Approx.

16:00

Completion of ski tour. Return to your hotel by train (hourly service at 27
minutes past the hour).
Time at leisure.

19:00

Dinner at the hotel restaurant.
Overnight in Ulrichen.
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Friday 24th April 2020 – Ski touring in Obergoms, day 2
Breakfast at the hotel.
09:00

Meet in the lobby wearing your ski clothing. Bring your backpack and ski
equipment. Meet with your mountain guide, Rudi Julier (+41 79 220 76 69).
Distribution of picnic lunch bags at the hotel reception.

09:18

Transfer from Ulrichen to Münster by train (hourly service at 18 minutes past
the hour).
Itinerary: Münster – Galmihorn – Gross Chastelhorn – Münster *
• Start: Münster, 1,390 metres
• Goal: Gross Chastelhorn, 2,842 metres
• Arrival: Münster
• Duration: 5 hours
• Vertical gain: 1,500 metres

*In the event of bad weather, the programme will be adapted.
Picnic lunch.
Approx.

16:00

Completion of ski tour. Return to your hotel by train (hourly service at 25
minutes past the hour). Leave the rental equipment at the hotel.
Time at leisure.

19:00

Meet Laura Marro (M. +41 77 454 21 06) from Valais/Wallis Promotion. Dinner
at the hotel restaurant.
Overnight in Ulrichen.
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Saturday 25th April 2020 – Goodbye Valais!
Breakfast and check-out.
End of programme. Individual departure of participants.
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Equipment to bring*
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Backpack of minimum 20 litres
Appropriate mountain clothing (system of 3 layers with thermo-breathing, fleece and
wind-break)
Hat, warm gloves, glacier skiing sunglasses, spare clothing (not too much)
Sunscreen
Personal medication
Unbreakable thermos flask of minimum 0.8 litres
Personal snacks (if you wish)

*The equipment above can NOT be rented locally during the trip and has to be organized by
the journalist before joining.

Technical equipment** (can be rented locally)
•
•
•
•

Skis with touring bindings, skins freshly glued, ski crampons, ski touring poles
Ski touring boots with Vibram sole
Avalanche probe and shovel
Avalanche transceiver with new batteries

**This equipment can be rented from a sports shop on the first day; costs to be paid by local
tourism organizations. Please inform us upon registration if you are planning to travel with your
own equipment.
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Additional information for your publications
www.visitvalais.ch – Official website of Valais/Wallis Promotion with countless ideas for what to
do in our region plus news about Valais.
www.myswitzerland.com – Official website of Switzerland Tourism.

Websites of the visited destinations
www.landschaftspark-binntal.ch – Binntal Landscape Park
www.obergoms.ch – Obergoms

Photos of Valais
You will find more than 4,500 pictures of Valais in our photo library, available for editorial use.
Please respect copyright.
www.photos.valais.ch

Insurance
Insurance is the responsibility of individual participants.

Travel to Valais
Arrival and departure are organised by Switzerland Tourism.

Social Media
Share your Valais travel experiences with us:
Twitter: @valaiswallis – www.twitter.com/valaiswallis
Instagram: @valaiswallis – www.instagram.com/valaiswallis
Facebook: Valais Wallis – www.facebook.com/valaiswallis

@ValaisWallis #Valais #MyWinterInValais
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Contacts for your media trip
Valais/Wallis Promotion
Rue Pré Fleuri 6
CH-1951 Sion
www.visitvalais.ch

Laura Marro
Corporate communications
Direct: +41 27 327 35 23
Mobile: +41 77 454 21 06
E-mail: laura.marro@valais.ch

Landschaftspark Binntal
(Binntal Landscape Park)
Hengert 3
CH – 3995 Ernen
www.landschaftspark-binntal.ch

Siona Lang
Head of Tourism
Direct: +41 27 971 50 55
Mobile: +41 79 255 35 14
E-mail: siona.lang@landschaftspark-binntal.ch

Obergoms Tourismus
Furkastrasse 53
CH – 3985 Münster
www.obergoms.ch

Giuliana Schmid
Marketing Manager
Direct: +41 27 974 68 68
Mobile: +41 79 415 19 53
E-mail: schmid@obergoms.ch
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